
Chapter 1

Implementation

As an open source project we have tried to reuse as much previous work as possible and
therefore we have used a lot of libraries, standards and evenreused whole applications.

In this chapter we explain which libraries we have used, why we have used them
and how they have been used. We also describe how we have implemented our designs
and how we have solved logical as well as semantical problems.
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Figure 1.1: The KDE architecture

1.1 Choice of libraries and standards

1.1.1 GUI

As our GUI library we choose the Qt[?] from the start. This choice was made mainly
because it is a class library that are written in the same language as we use (C++) and
because KDE, which is the desktop Skolelinux use, is based onit.

As shown in figure 1.1 KDE applications are written using Qt and the KDE li-
braries. Although Skolelinux uses KDE we didn’t want to tie our application to closely
to this graphical environment, and therefore we haven’t used the KDE Libraries al-
though these had several interesting classes such as the KDirWatch which would have
aided us. The KDE libraries would have been an dependency which would have made
it harder to spread our application to the wider community, which in the end is the goal
of most open source projects.

Although we selected Qt early we decided to factor out all theQt GUI code so that
the software isn’t completely dependant on it. The way this is done was explained in
section?? “Architecture” on page?? and because of it we were able to write a NonGUI
frontend where the user can use the application from a shell.This frontend can be used
for scripting automating tasks or for a script testing framework at a later stage.

1.1.2 XML parser

When saving the project to persistent storage we had to choose a format for serializing
the data structure. A natural choice for this is XML and as this seemed to be more than
sufficient for our needs, along with being an increasingly used standard we decided to
use this format.

The next decision we had to make was on the type of parser to usefor reading and
writing the XML file. We identified two alternatives: DOM and SAX. The advantage
with a DOM parser is in flexibility and ease of use, while a SAX parser is faster and
more efficient. We choose a DOM parser because the speed and low memory consump-
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tion of a SAX parser didn’t have much impact on the relative small amounts of data we
are saving to XML. The ease of use in the DOM parsers was more important to us.

When the choice to go for a DOM parser was made a natural choiceof library was
libXML2 which is widely used, well documented and availableon most platforms.
The latter means it will be easier if someone decides to port the application to another
operating system later.

To make our XML files as standard as possible we chose to use theSMIL standard[?]
which is a W3C standard.

1.1.3 Threads

During this project we have focused on minimizing the numberof threads in the soft-
ware as many threads usually leads to quirks and unpredictable bugs in the software
when the utility threads work on the same data as the main thread. Our software still
has to be able to do several things at the same time on many occasions or else the GUI
would lock/lag and lead to annoyed users. This is done in three different ways depend-
ing on the situation: Timers(playback and animation running), Registering code in the
main loop(file monitoring) and through code which allows theevent loop to perform
its processing with regular intervals(frame adding).

Some places however threads either required or more practical than the other al-
ternatives. For thread support in Stopmotion we have used two different libraries de-
pending on where the code which needs threading is located. In the presentation and
application layers where we can use Qt we have used the QThread classes to create
and run threads. These classes are very handy as well as object oriented. In the other
layers we couldn’t use Qt because this would lead to a Qt dependency and therefore tie
the whole application to this library. A user who wants to usean another frontend such
as the non-GUI frontend or a new GTK fronted he or she has written, would then still
need to compile and link the application with Qt. This is not acceptable.

Therefore, for the other layers needing support for threads, we have chosen to use
Pthread, a POSIX thread library specified by the IEEE POSIX 1003.1c standard (1995).
Pthread has good support for creating and manipulating threads and is not a critical
dependency as it’s POSIX-compliant.

1.1.4 Datastructures

In our software we also needed some library for handling storage in the main memory,
with lists, vectors, etc. We had several choices here and chose to use Qt’s lists and vec-
tors in the presentation and application layers where Qt were already an dependency.
These are easy to use and very handy.

In the lower layers we couldn’t use Qt so we chose to go with STLhere as these
libraries are very flexible as well as being a part of the Standard C++ libraries.

1.1.5 Graphical manipulation

Some of the most important features in our application are the viewing modes for
helping the user stage the next snapshot.
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This was at first meant to be handled by GStreamer plugins. A plugin called Im-
ageMixer for mixing images on top of video already existed but wasn’t included in the
GStreamer code yet so we planned on shipping this plugin withour program. There
was no plugins to cover the image differentiation and playback functionalities so we
would have had to write these ourself, and we have spent some time on investigating
the GStreamer plugin system.

Later when we moved away from GStreamer to a system where we import snap-
shots from other programs (see section 1.3), we needed some library to efficiently
display these images and add effects to them. We could have used Qt’s for displaying
these images the way we did in the framebar, but we wanted/needed hardware acceler-
ation for displaying and manipulating the pictures as this is a potential bottleneck. We
therefore choose to go with the SDL(Simple Directmedia Layer) which allows us to
view and manipulate images and video. As quoted from the libSDL webpage[?]:

Simple DirectMedia Layer is a cross-platform multimedia library designed
to provide low level access to audio, keyboard, mouse, joystick, 3D hard-
ware via OpenGL, and 2D video framebuffer.

SDL gives us a lot of speed and flexibility in displaying and manipulating im-
age surfaces and also allows for the program to be ported to other platforms than
GNU/Linux if this should become desirable at a later stage.

1.2 Custom widgets

As a media application Stopmotion needed to display the pictures in various ways to
the user. We searched around in the beginning, but we didn’t find widgets using Qt and
C++ which suited all our needs.

Therefore we needed to write some custom widgets our self, most notably the
FrameBar and the FrameView.

1.2.1 FrameView widget

The FrameView is a widget which uses the SDL libraries to display images to the user.
It can also perform Onionskinning, image differentiation and playback at requests.
FrameView uses some paint code from an example widget from the SDL webpage1,
but has evolved greatly from this basic widget.

As an observer the FrameView widget is notified by the model every time some-
thing is changed in the model. It ignores most of these notifications, but paints the
image for the frame with the numberframeNumber when it receives one of the fol-
lowing update requests:

void FrameView::updateNewActiveFrame(int frameNumber);
void FrameView::updatePlayFrame(int frameNumber);
void FrameView::updateAnimationChanged(int frameNumber)

1http://www.libsdl.org/cvs/qtSDL.tar.gz
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Figure 1.2: The FrameBar

Figure 1.3: The FrameBar classes with some attributes and operations

1.2.2 FrameBar widget

Figure 1.2 shows the FrameBar custom widget. The FrameBar isactually a package
of five widgets. The FrameBar itself, the abstract ThumbViewclass, the FrameThum-
bView and SceneThumbView classes and the SceneArrowButton.

As shown in figure 1.3 the FrameBar class inherits from both the Observer interface
and the QScrollView widget class. From QScrollView it gets the scrollbar as well
as auto-scrolling2 for free and by being anObserverit can, like the FrameView, be
registered so that it receives notification when something is changed in the model.

The figure also shows that the FrameBar can contain a series ofThumbViews.
There are two kinds of ThumbViews, the FrameThumbView whichis the miniature
picture of a frame as seen in figure 1.2 and the SceneThumbViewwhich represent the
beginning of a scene.

The FrameBar will react to almost all notifications from the model and will update
the thumbviews to reflect these changes. When a frame or sceneis added, removed or
moved in the model the FrameBar will add, remove or move the corresponding Thum-
bView accordingly. As explained in the Qt documentation3 a QScrollView class can’t
use layout managers if the contents can become larger than 4000 pixels horizontally or
vertically. As the FrameBar class needs to use allot more than 4000 pixels for display-
ing all its data we had to move all the ThumbViews around by pixels using the function:

moveChild ( QWidget * child, int x, int y )

2The auto-scrolling is used by moving the mouse to the edge of the FrameBar while dragging a scene, a
frame or a picture from another program.

3http://doc.trolltech.com/3.3/qscrollview.html
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The following example shows how the ThumbView widgets are moved when the
user wants to move a selection of frames backwards in the FrameBar:
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for(unsigned int i=movePosition; i<fromFrame; i++) {
moveChild(thumbViews[i], childX(thumbViews[i]) +

FRAMEBAR_HEIGHT*(toFrame-fromFrame+1), 0 );
thumbViews[i]->

setNumber(i+(toFrame-fromFrame)-activeScene);
}

for(unsigned int j=fromFrame; j<=toFrame; j++) {
moveChild( thumbViews[j], childX(thumbViews[j]) -

FRAMEBAR_HEIGHT*(fromFrame-movePosition), 0 );
moveThumbView(j, j-(fromFrame-movePosition));

}

The first loop moves all the ThumbViews between the first selected frame (from-
Frame) and the position to move to(movePosition) forward tomake room for the new
frames. The second loop then moves all the frames in the selection to their new posi-
tion. This way of moving the ThumbViews around was very tedious and time consum-
ing to program as ThumbViews needed to be moved for most kind of notifications, but
because of the way QScrollView works we didn’t have a choice.

When the user wants to move a Frame or a Scene this is done through drag and
drop. If the user for instance grabs a frame and starts movingthe mouse a drag will
commence. This drag is a so called URI drag meaning it contains the path to the
file. If a dropEventoccur in a FrameThumbView it will check if the drag originated
inside the application. If it did it will tell the FrameBar tomove the selected frames
to the position it is located at and if the drag originated outside the application it will
tell the FrameBar to add frames to its location in the FrameBar. This way we get an
uniform way of handling drags whether the user wants to drag them frames to another
application or move them around inside Stopmotion. We also get the QScrollBars
auto-scroll functionality by using drag and drop inside theFrameBar.

The ThumbViews extend QLabel and the functionality from this is used to add
borders and the FrameThumbViews use it to display the images. The paintEvent(..)
functions however are overloaded in both FrameThumbView and SceneThumbView.
FrameThumbView extends it to draw an number on top of the image and a note if the
frame has sounds attached to it and the SceneThumbView use itto draw everything in
it:

The following code is the paintEvent(..) function for the FrameThumbView:
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void FrameThumbView::paintEvent(QPaintEvent *paintEvent){
QLabel::paintEvent(paintEvent);
QPainter painter( this );

if(selected) {
painter.fillRect(4, 5, textWidth, 14,

QBrush(Qt::white));
painter.setPen( Qt::black );

}
else {

painter.fillRect(4, 5, textWidth, 14,
QBrush(Qt::black));

painter.setPen( Qt::white );
}

stringstream ss;
ss << number+1;
painter.drawText(5, 17, ss.str().c_str());

if(this->hasSounds) {
QPixmap noteIcon = QPixmap(note);
painter.drawPixmap(width()-32, 0, noteIcon);

}
}

The first thing that happens is that QLabel::paintEvent(..)is called thereby allowing
it to paint the frame. Then the painter is set up and the background for the framenumber
is painter. After this a STL stringstream is used to cast the framenumber to a char which
is then displayed. At last a sound icon is displayed in the widget, provided this widget
has a sound attached to it.

1.3 Video import

1.3.1 GStreamer

For video import we first chose to go with gstreamer which is a framework for creating
multimedia applications. The reasons for choosing gstreamer were many. It has a
fairly large base of developers, it supports many input devices (v4l, DV, sound devices,
etc) and it is the official multimedia backend for GNOME as well as proposed as the
multimedia backend for KDE 4.0.

Some time was spent learning gstreamer and after a lot of trying and failing we
managed to create a pipeline which displayed video from web-cameras to the user and
allowed the user to grab images and add them to the project. This pipeline was with our
application for two releases, but it soon became apparent that gstreamer was ill suited
for combining video and still pictures. For our applicationwe also needed still images
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to be mixed/onionskinned on the video as well as the ability to combine images to a
video stream and save this video as a mpeg/avi file.

Almost 150 hours was spent fighting with bugs and quirks in gstreamer without
being able to get it working properly. One issue we spent a lotof time with was that
the images we imported from .png files was broken. After a lot of time someone told
us that this was a bug with the Debian repository version of gstreamer. After waiting
for 3 weeks a new version of the gstreamer plugins library wasreleased and we hoped
to be able to get it working now, only to discover new bugs. This, in addition to several
other issues with gstreamer, caused us to abandon it and lookfor other solutions.

1.3.2 External programs

After a meeting with the project supervisor and the customerwe decided to use external
programs to import live video from the web-camera. The way this works is that the
user specifies a command line which calls another program that grabs a picture from
the camera and puts it on the disk. Stopmotion then repeatedly calls this command
line and when the picture is saved on the disk Stopmotion imports the picture and
displays it to the user, thereby creating live video. Stopmotion comes with several
pre-set command-lines, and the Debian package has dependency to our default grabber
program which is a small application called vgrabbj.

The advantage with this way of doing it is that our application is a lot more flexible
and supports all input devices, as long as the user has a program which can grab a
picture from it. The disadvantage is that it tends to consumea lot of resources.

We wanted to write a module for streaming video directly fromV4L, but when
we finally decided to abandon GStreamer we didn’t have enoughtime left for both the
external program and V4L importing so we chose to go with the external programs
because we though this option would to be more flexible and robust.

1.3.3 Camera viewing modes

Creating Stop Motion animations is hard and time consuming.In order to create lifelike
animations the animators need some tools to help them move the figures between shots.

1.3.3.1 Onionskinning/Image mixing

Onionskinning is perhaps the most commonly used feature by stop motion animators.
As explained in the user manual in chapter?? on page?? Stopmotion allows the user
to see the next frame in relation to the other and help them create lifelike motions. The
way onionskinning is implemented in Stopmotion is through alpha channels.

When a new image is retrieved from the camera Stopmotion takes up to five of the
previous frames and uses SDL to add alpha channels to them with increasingly smaller
alpha values. These images are then blitted/merged together and shown to the user. As
you can see from figure 1.4 the camera frame is clears with the frames becoming more
and more faded out the further back in time they are (lower alpha values).
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Figure 1.4: Onionskinning/Image mixing in Stopmotion

To increase the efficiency the images which are merged on top of the camera are
buffered in the memory when using this mode. This was necessary as this mode took
too much resources when retrieving them from disk.

The following lines of code shows how an alpha channel can be added to a frame
image surfaces using SDL. The surface is then blitted onto the screen surface:

SDL_SetAlpha(frameSurfaces, SDL_SRCALPHA, 80/i);
SDL_BlitSurface(frameSurface, NULL , screen, &dst2);

The i variable is a loop counter which increases as frames backwards are onto the
screen. The 80/i value which is inputed in theSDL_SetAlpha(..) function is the
alpha value and as i increases this value decreases.

1.3.3.2 Image differentiating

Another mode, which was proposed by Øyvind Kolås, is the Image Differentiation
mode. Øyvind suggested we have a way to see the difference between the camera and
a given frame. This is a feature no similar program we have seen has and the initial
thought was that it would be helpful for moving an object to a previous position in case
it falls or similar.

When this feature was implemented however it proved a very useful addition to
the Onionskinning for moving the figures around, and one usereven reported that he
preferred it to the Onionskinning.

The way the image differentiation is implemented is by taking the absolute differ-
ence between the three color components red, green and blue in the two pictures:

deltaRed = |red1 - red2|
deltaGreen = |green1 - green2|
deltaBlue = |blue1 - blue2|
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Figure 1.5: Image differentiation in Stopmotion

This will give the output shown in figure 1.5. The implementation of this uses SDL
to access the image surface and for converting the new RGB values back to a pixel.
It originally used the two functions getPixel() and putPixel() from the SDL webpage4,
but these were too general as they calculated the position ofa pixel by multiplying Y
with the rowstride factor(pixels per row) and then added theX value multiplied with
bit per pixel. As our code never needs to access pixels randomly but always traverses
the entire surface this algorithm was later optimized to access the surface pixel arrays
directly.

The code isn’t as clear as it was before this optimization. but according to tests it
is approximately twice as fast. On a Pentium 4, 2.4 Ghz it now takes about 0.242 secs
on the average to load two images and then run the differentiateSurfaces algorithm 10
times. The test for this can be found in the directoryimplementation/prototypes/sdl_difference_prototype/algorithmtest.
The following code shows how the differentiation function works:

4www.libsdl.org
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SDL_Surface* FrameView::differentiateSurfaces(
SDL_Surface *s1, SDL_Surface *s2) {

int width = s2->w;
int height = s2->h;
SDL_Surface *diffSurface = SDL_CreateRGBSurface(

SDL_SWSURFACE, width, height, 32, 0xff000000,
0x00ff0000, 0x0000ff00, 0x000000ff);

//Lock the surfaces before working with the pixels
SDL_LockSurface( s1 );
SDL_LockSurface( s2 );
SDL_LockSurface( diffSurface );

//Pointers to the first byte of the
//first pixel on the input surfaces.
Uint8 *p1 = (Uint8 *)s1->pixels;
Uint8 *p2 = (Uint8 *)s2->pixels;

//Pointer to the first pixel on the resulting surface
Uint32 *pDiff = (Uint32 *)diffSurface->pixels;

SDL_PixelFormat fDiff = *diffSurface->format;
Uint32 differencePixel;
Uint8 dr, dg, db;
int offset = 0, pixelOffset = 0;
int i, j;

//Goes through the surfaces as one-dimensional arrays.
for(i=0; i<height; ++i) {

for(j=1; j<width; ++j) {
//px[offset] is the red value of surface x,
//px[offset+1] the green, etc.
dr = abs(p1[offset] - p2[offset]);
dg = abs(p1[offset+1] - p2[offset+1]);
db = abs(p1[offset+2] - p2[offset+2]);

differencePixel = SDL_MapRGB(&fDiff, dr, dg, db);

pDiff[pixelOffset++] = differencePixel;
offset += 3;

}
++pixelOffset;
offset += 3;

}

//Unlock the surfaces for displaying them.
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SDL_UnlockSurface( s1 );
SDL_UnlockSurface( s2 );
SDL_UnlockSurface( diffSurface );

return diffSurface;
}

1.3.3.3 Playback

The playback mode is a mode where the user can see a continuousplayback of the last
up to fifty frames with the camera as the final picture. This waythe user can view the
next shot together with the other shots live thereby avoiding jerky movements.

The way this is implemented is by using a starting a timer which continuously calls
a function callednextPlayBack(). The interval between each time this function
is called is set by the user as explained in the user manual. ThenextPlayBack()
will play the frames up to, and including, the selected frame. After it has played the
selected frame it will call the FrameViewsredraw() function causing the frameview
to display the picture from the camera instead of a frame fromthe animation.

1.4 Video export

Exporting to video is not directly supported by the application itself. This is one of the
features which has to be handled by external programs havingthe ability to run with
command line options. As long as you have a command line tool such as Mencoder
or FFmpeg, you can use this from inside Stopmotion to encode the frames to video.
We only need to know how the tool is started and stopped. We starts the encoder and
runs it in a separate process when you decides to export. The commands are set in a
preferences menu as seen in section?? of theUser Manual.

1.5 Sound

1.5.1 The audio format interface

As explained in?? on page ??, we have defined an interface for different audio formats.
But, what does actually an audio driver need to play sounds?

First of all, we have to decode the format to a readable formatfor the driver. In most
of the cases it should be a good idea to decode it to PCM – the standard uncompressed
audio format. However; the interface need to have a functionfor decoding from its
original format to an another format readable by the audio driver. Before it can decode
anything it need to open the file. Different formats have their own way to open the file,
so this, as well as closing of the file, have to be defined in the interface.

We’re now ready to decode the data, but decoding makes no sense if we can’t get
the decoded data. We therefore need a defined function for getting this. The function
is defined to take a character array (used as a buffer) and an integer describing number
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of bytes available in the buffer. The interface should now have all of our required
functions needed to get decoded data from it.

1.5.2 The audio driver interface

The audio driver interface discussed in?? on page ?? is implemented in such a way that
makes it easy to implement different audio drivers. At the moment Stopmotion has an
Open Sound System (OSS) based audio driver installed. This is implemented through
the OSS API. The most common way of using an audio driver is to first initialize the
audio device, then play some sounds and finally shutdown the device to freeing it so
other applications can use it. Itis possible to have many applications accessing the
device at the same time, but that requires either support formultiple channels on your
sound card or a running sound deamon taking care of it. We should not go in details on
that here. Anyway, it’s actually not a good solution having an audio driver occupying
a device if it doesn’t need to do it.

Until now we have defined functions for initializing and shutdown of the driver,
and a function for playing sounds. At least we need a functionfor adding audio files to
the list over sounds which have to be played. The audio files isof the type as described
in the above section.

1.5.3 Let there be sound

As you have seen we have two well defined interfaces describing how the different parts
of the sound system should be implemented. Both of the interfaces makes playing of
sounds very modular. You can easily switch the OSS driver with an another preferred
driver or add new audio formats.

Each and one of the sounds which should be played during the animation are placed
sequentially in a vector. We then iterates through the vector and plays them. Each
sound is playing in a own thread that is automatically created before the play function
is called, so this is handled inside the class itself. The reason for a own thread for each
sound is the play function which is looping until the sound isfinished:

void OSSDriver::play() {
if (audioFD != -1 && audioFD != EBUSY) {

AudioFormat *tmp = audioFiles.back();
if ( tmp->open() != -1 ) {

// How many bytes can be written to the buffer
int avail = sizeof(audioBuffer);
// Fill the buffer with up to ’avail’ bytes
int written = tmp->fillBuffer(audioBuffer, avail);

// While the producer has written more than zero
// bytes to the buffer
while (written > 0) {
// flush it to the device
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write(audioFD, audioBuffer, written);
// and fill again
written = tmp->fillBuffer(audioBuffer, avail);

}
tmp->close();

}
}

}

The sound functionality is not that good as it should be. There are a lot of things
which should be improved and fine tuned in the future. Especially synchronizing with
the frames. The sound should detect which frame to play, not the other way. The solu-
tion that is implemented now starts playing a sound based on which frame is playing.
So, if the user has added a sound to frame number 10 and pressedthe the play button,
the sound starts playing when the animation reaches that frame. The sound will then
play until it’s completed or the animation reaches its end.

In the future we would like to add the ability to define a start and stop position for
the audio files to be played. We will also add functionality for multiplexing different
sounds overlapping each other. In practice, the above text indicates that Stopmotion
has some lack of good sound functionality. We have nor focused on getting it perfect
and feature complete since it’s not one of the main functionalities. But it’s important
to emphasize that the design is well organized for extensionin the future. However,
playing some background music from one or many – not overlapping – audio files
during the animation, works quite good with the current implementation.

1.6 Serialization

The main function is running a initializing routine at startup which ensures that we
have a packer, tmp and trash directory located at $HOME5/.stopmotion/ ready to be
used by the program. “Ready to be used” means that the directories exists and we have
read/write permissions to them. If the initializing routine fails to create the directories,
it means there is no space left on the hard drive or the user doesn’t have permission to
write or execute in its own home directory (which probably never should be the fact,
if so: we’re dealing with a very strange user). The program displays an error message
to the user and exits if one of the above cases occurs. So, in short: the directories are
checked and ready to be used if the initializing routine was run successfully.

The reason for creating the above directories is that addingof images and sounds
always goes through the tmp directory before they eventually are saved to a project
file. If the user wants to add an image from the hard drive it means that we’re making
a copy of it in the tmp directory. Exactly the same routine is run when grabbing an
image from the camera. As described in section 1.3 on page 8, couple of images are
written to capturedFile.[jpg|png|xxx] when the camera is turned on. So, when the user
decides to grab an image, we’re making a copy of capturedFilein the tmp directory. By

5This is an environment variable pointing to the users home directory, e.g. /home/foo. This is referred to
as ~/ later in this document.
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this way of doing it we ensures that the original image never is lost or damaged during
processing in the application.

Naturally, it might happen that the user doesn’t liked the newly grabbed image, or
a selection of images, and deletes it. Wait a minute. What if the user changes opinion
and wants the deleted image(s) back? It’s here the trash directory comes in. The
“secret” is that every image which is selected as deleted andremoved from the visible
widgets, are placed in the trash directory. We can then use anundo operation, explained
in section?? on page ??, to regenerate the images. The regenerated imagesare then
moved back to the tmp directory and displayed to the user. Thepacker directory is used
for project storage and will be explained in the following section.

1.6.1 Project storage

A typical project created by an user contains images, scenesand sounds. The user will
normally spend a lot of time making the animation as good as possible, and he/she will
of course want to have the ability to save it for editing at a later point in time. But how
should we save all the images etc? We doesn’t want to just leave the tmp directory
opened and let the user manually add everything again next time he/she wants to do
more editing. Just imagine a project containing thousands of images placed in different
scenes with couple of sounds. Loading of a saved project should therefore be an easy
operation for the user to do. It’s not just time consuming andcumbersome to load
everything manually. It’s also bigger chance to get the datain the tmp directory broken
or changed in such a way that it affects the created animation.

To separate the different parts of the animation and make it more structured, we
creates two directories – images and sounds – inside the packer directory. Then, when
the user decides to save the project, images are moved to the “packer/<projectname>/-
images” directory and sounds to the “packer/<projectname>/sounds” directory. This
will not make it easier and less time consuming for the user toload a saved project,
but it will be easier for us to create a function doing it. The only problem is how we
could determine which images and sounds which belongs to thedifferent scenes. It’s
actually not a big problem because a XML file can do it for us. The structure, paths to
images and sounds and which scenes they belong to, is therefore saved in a XML file
located at packer/<projectname>/<projectname>.dat (seefigure1.6 on page 17). Then,
in our function, we just reads the XML file and recursively builds a DOM tree which
represents the structure. We can then use the DOM to decide which action to do (add a
new scene, image or sound). The Implementation for this is shown here:

void ProjectSerializer::
getAttributes(xmlNodePtr node, vector<Scene*>& sVect)
{
xmlNodePtr currNode = NULL;
for (currNode = node; currNode; currNode = currNode->next) {

if (currNode->type == XML_ELEMENT_NODE) {
char *nodeName = (char*)currNode->name;
// We either have an image node or a sound node
if ( strcmp(nodeName, "img") == 0 ||
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Figure 1.6: The structure for a saved project
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strcmp(nodeName, "audio") == 0 ) {
char *filename =

(char*)xmlGetProp(currNode, BAD_CAST "src");
if (filename != NULL) {

char tmp[256] = {0};
// The node is an image node
if ( strcmp(nodeName, "img") == 0 ) {
sprintf(tmp, "%s%s", imagePath, filename);
// Create a new fram with the given file path
Frame *f = new Frame(tmp);
// and add it to the current scene
Scene *s = sVect.back();
s->addSavedFrame(f);
f->markAsProjectFile();

}
// The node is a sound node
else {
sprintf(tmp, "%s%s", soundPath, filename);
// Get the current scene
Scene *s = sVect.back();
// with the current frame
Frame *f = s->getFrame(s->getSize() - 1);
// and add the sound to this frame
f->addSound(tmp);
char *soundName =

(char*)xmlGetProp(currNode, BAD_CAST"alt");
// If the sound has a name setted
if (soundName != NULL) {

unsigned int soundNum = f->getNumberOfSounds() - 1;
f->setSoundName(soundNum, soundName);

}
}

}
}
// The node is a scene node
else if ( strcmp((char*)currNode->name, "seq") == 0 ) {
Scene *s = new Scene();
sVect.push_back(s);

}
}
// Get attributes for the children to the current node
getAttributes(currNode->children, sVect);

}
}

We have now reached the point that it’s easy for the user to load a saved project,
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but the directories are still wide open and easy to damage. It’s also difficult to move the
project to another location. The solution is to pack everything together into a tarball
file and append it with a .sto extension to show that it is a Stopmotion project. This
is the same way as openoffice.org has decided to have theirs file format. The only
difference is that openoffice.org uses a zip file instead of a tarball. The implementation
for packing everything into a tarball is written in pure C anduses the libtar API.

The .sto extension is added as own MIME type to the system wheninstalling the
Debian package. If the user prefer to doble click for openingprograms, it will be easy
to just dobbel click the .sto file to open Stopmotion with the given project file. This file
can easily be moved to an another location and be loaded into Stopmotion.

Loading an already saved project works quite the same way as for saving a project.
The difference is that when the user loads a project, the project-file is unpacked to the
packer directory and all of the images and sounds are alreadyplaced in its respective
directories. We then gets the same structure as described above. So, if the user de-
cides to add more images to the loaded project, everything works as for creating a new
project: The images will be added to the tmp directory and later on moved to the direc-
tory inside the packer directory on saving. Finally, everything is packed together in a
.sto file where the name and location of the file is chosen by theuser.

1.6.2 Recovery mode

You might already have been wondering about when we’re deleting all of the directo-
ries created in ~/.stopmotion/. The program has registereda clean-up function to be
run at normal program termination. Normal program termination means if the user has
pressed quit or closed the application with pressing the cross in the upper right corner.
That means, if something causes stopmotion to exit abnormally the directories contain-
ing the data will still be intact. When the user then restartsthe program we can figure
out, by checking if the directories still exits and containsdata, if the program was exited
abnormally last time it was run. It’s then easy to regenerateexactly the same structure
of the program as it was at the point it was exiting abnormally.

If ~/.stopmotion/packer/foo/ with its sub directories still exists it means that the
user had a project called foo (stored in the file foo.sto) opened. And if there also exists
images in the tmp directory it means that the user had added additional images to the
foo project without saving it. As you probably remember, thedeleted images are placed
in the trash directory. So even though the undo history for deleting of images can be
reproduced.

All of the above discussed directories are deleted if the user doesn’t wants to re-
cover the data. The initializing routine will then be run andwe’re back to the beginning
where everything is “ready to be used”.

1.6.3 Preferences

Most programs have some sort of preferences that needs to be saved. For this reason
we were quite surprised when Qt didn’t have a system for saving preferences, like Javas
Preferences and Properties packages.
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Figure 1.7: PreferencesTool Doxygen API documentation

We decided to implement our own preferences system, and thiswas done through
a singleton class in the Foundation layer called PreferencesTool. The PreferencesTool
use libXML2 as this was already an project dependency and saves the preferences in
key-value pairs.

Figure 1.7 shows the api to the PreferencesTool class. As thetool is a singleton
the functions are used by calling the static get functions onthe class for retrieving the
singleton instance and then call its functions, eg:

PreferencesTool::get()->setPreference(...);

ThesetPreferencesFilefunction is used to specify where the preferences file should
be saved as well as the version. In our case the preferences file is saved in ~/.stopmo-
tion/preferences.xml.

The version is used to make the preferences for a program backward compatible.
The setPreferencefunctions are used for storing preferences. They take akey, for
example “fps-setting” with and anattribute. The attribute can either be an int or a
char. The preference will be flushed to file instantly to avoidloss of data if the program
crashes, but if one wants to save allot of preferences at the same time one can set the
flushLaterattribute and then call theflushPreferencesfunction when all the preferences
are saved. ThegetPreferencefunctions are obviously used for retrieving preferences.

The way the PreferencesTool works internally is by creatinga XML tree which
mirrors the XML file. When one ask for a preference it retrieves this preference from
the three and when a preference is saved a node is attached to the three and the node
is flushed to disk. We considered using hashing for retrieving nodes, but we decided
this wasn’t necessary because of the relative small amount of preference information
almost all programs have.

The following code demonstrates how one of the the functionsfor adding a prefer-
ence adds a node to the internal three and flushes it to disk:

bool PreferencesTool::setPreference(const char* key,
const char* attribute, bool flushLater )

{
checkInitialized();
xmlNodePtr node = NULL;
node = findNode(key);
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if( node == NULL ) {
node = xmlNewChild(preferences, NULL,

BAD_CAST "pref", NULL);
xmlNewProp(node, BAD_CAST "key",

BAD_CAST key);
xmlNewProp(node, BAD_CAST "attribute",

BAD_CAST attribute);
}
else {

xmlSetProp(node, BAD_CAST "attribute",
BAD_CAST attribute);

}

return (!flushLater) ? flushPreferences() : true;
}

The preferences tool, like all classes, in the foundation layer, is very general. It can
easily be reused in other application and has been used for preferences storage in the
AdminWorm application[?]. It can run on all platform libXML2 runs on which means
most platforms.

1.7 File monitoring

The ability to interact with other programs such as gimp through drag and drop is an
important feature of Stopmotion. We wanted to make this feature more responsive so
we decided to implement a file monitoring scheme.

Stopmotion uses a deamon service called FAM (File Alteration Monitor)[?] to
monitor the image files in the opened project. If one of these files change FAM will
notify Stopmotion and the file will automatically be reloaded. This result in a very
responsive way of interfacing to other applications and aids the user in creating stop
motion animations. As stated on the FAM webpage referred to above:

GUI tools should not mislead the user; they should display the current state
of the system, even when changes to the system originate fromoutside of
the tools themselves. FAM helps make GUI tools more usable bynotifying
them when the files they’re interested in are created, modified, executed,
and removed.

Stopmotion has a class in the Application layer called ExternalChangeMonitor which
supervises the file monitoring. This class communicates with FAM by using a library
called libFAM. It has functions for starting, stopping, suspending and resuming moni-
toring as well as a function for specifying a new working directory when the user saves
a project for the first time.

When it receives a request to start monitoring it attempts toopen a connection to
FAM through the functionFAMOpen2(...). If this was successful it tells FAM to
monitor the tmp directory with the functionFAMMonitorDirectory(...).
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After the fam connection is set up the ExternalChangeMonitor creates a QSocket-
Notifier which monitors the fam connection for events. The socketNotifier will run in
the main event loop and frees us from the complications and drawbacks involved in
creating a thread for polling the connection.

When a user drags a file from Stopmotion to another program, asexplained in
section?? on page??, a URI drag is performed. That means the path to the file is
passed to the retrieving application and loaded there. If the user for instance drags the
file over to GIMP, GIMP will work directly on the file.

When the user saves the file it is immediately notified by FAM. Stopmotion receives
many notifications while GIMP saves the file, so when it receives the first notification
it starts checking every 500ms if it has received another notification. If it hasn’t it
means that GIMP has saved and is done with the file. The following function in the
DomainFacade is then called:

animationChanged (const char *alteredFile)

This triggers the notifyAnimationChanged event and all theObservers are notified
of the change through the function:

updateAnimationChanged(int frameNumber)

1.8 Code conventions

As we explained in the pre-project report (Appendix??, page??) we chose early to
go with a standard code convention so that all the code would look similar. We never
changed these conventions so they are still in their original form and can be found in
Appendix?? on page??.

1.9 Documentation

Being an open source project it is important that people can easily get into the de-
velopment if they want to. The user might want to change something which annoys
them, write a new GUI or maybe start helping out with the development by submitting
patches.

For this reason we needed some way to document the API of our software as well
as design diagrams to document the design. We chose to use Doxygen for document-
ing. Doxygen is a common API documentation system for C++ andvarious of other
programming languages. An example of the documentation fora member function can
be seen in figure 1.8 on page 23, and the output when convertingit to HTML is shown
in figure 1.9 on page 23.

For writing design diagrams we used an open source program called Umbrello
UML for design diagrams.

All the documentation for Stopmotion was too big for this report (about 200 pages
in PDF format), but can be found under documentation on the Stopmotion webpage[?]
and is retrieved directly from our CVS-branch so it is alwaysupdated.
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Figure 1.8: Doxygen documentation style

Figure 1.9: Doxygen HTML output
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